LENS OPTIONS

TINT OPTIONS

When you are purchasing new
eyeglasses, the frame you choose
is important however, the lenses
are the most important part.

There are many different tint options
available. Make sure to discuss these
options with your eye care
professional and choose the best
option for your lifestyle.

There are many options to
consider and you are encouraged
to discuss your needs with your
eye care professional to ensure
the lenses you choose are suitable
for you and your lifestyle.
Listed below are some of the
options available to you from
Family Vision Centre for plastic
lenses. If you would like glass
lenses please contact us to
discuss your options.
REFLECTION FREE LENSES
These lenses cut down on the
glare from streetlights, television
and computer screens, this helps
with eyestrain. As well, you can
see your eyes, with regular lenses
the glare means your eyes are not
seen naturally. These lenses have
a one year warranty.
SCRATCH RESISTANT
Basic lenses come with a minimal
scratch coat which does not have
a warranty. Scratch resistant
lenses are much more durable and
have a one year warranty.

SOLID

Below is a diagram of your bifocal
lenses indicating distance and near
area. Please take the time to review
this pamphlet to ensure maximum
benefit from your new bifocal
lenses.

This tint covers the full lens. There are
many colors available and you can
choose how dark or light you would
like the lens to be. This tint is constant
so make sure you understand how
dark the lenses will be especially if you
intend to use them both in and
outdoors.

This tint starts out dark on top and
gradually fades to clear at the bottom
of the lens. As with solid, there are
many color options available and you
can choose how dark or light you
would like it to be.
TRANSITIONS
These lenses are clear inside and
dark, like sunglasses, outside.
Transitions only come in grey or
brown. These lenses take a few
seconds to change when entering or
exiting a building. These lenses do
not go as dark in a vehicle as they do
in direct sunlight as the windshield
affects the amount of light reaching
them.
If you are considering any type of tint it
is important to discuss this with your
eye care professional to ensure you
completely understand each option
and choose the appropriate one for
you.

UNDERSTANDING YOUR NEW PROGRESSIVE LENSES
Family Vision Centre is pleased to
provide you with the leading edge in
multifocal lens design.
Please take the time to read through
this pamphlet and follow the
instructions in order to obtain the maximum benefit from your new glasses.
Whether this is your first pair of
progressive lenses or you are
upgrading from an older design, a few
minutes will ensure years of
comfortable and natural vision.

GRADIENT

HI INDEX LENSES
If your prescription is high (thick) hi
index lenses are a thinner and
lighter option. Talk to your eye
care professional to decide which
index works for you.

UNDERSTANDING YOUR NEW
BIFOCAL LENSES

Your new bifocal lenses are
designed to provide clear vision with
a smooth transition from distance to
near.
We are confident that with a short
period of adaptation you will enjoy
the benefits of your bifocal lenses.
A WORD OF CAUTION

As you are adapting to your new
glasses, please use caution when
walking down stairs as you may
notice a change in your depth
perception, this is temporary and
you will adjust to the change. It is
also recommended that you do not
drive until you are completely
comfortable with your vision.
Please contact us if you are having any
problems adapting to your new lenses.

Your new progressive lenses are
designed to provide clear vision with a
smooth transition from distance,
through intermediate (i.e. computer
screen) to near.
We are confident that with a short
period of adaptation you will enjoy the
benefits of your progressive lenses.
A WORD OF CAUTION
As you are adapting to your new glasses, please use caution when walking
down stairs as you may notice a
change in your depth perception, this is
temporary and you will adjust to the
change. It is also recommended that
you do not drive until you are
completely comfortable with your
vision.
*NON-ADAPT POLICY
All progressives have a 90 day Non-Adapt. This
means that if you cannot adapt to your
progressive lenses, our supplier will change them
to a different lens at no additional charge. There
will be no refund, just an even exchange. Please
contact us if you are having problems adapting to
your lenses.

